Beach Committee Minutes
Saturday, July 28, 2007

Meeting called to order at 9:05 AM
Attendance:
Nancy Donio
Frank Limauro
Dick Giggey
Carl Hommel
Betsy Gleysteen
Mary McCarthy
Michelle Torigian
Bob Sutherland

1. Pamphlet: Made minor changes to wording. Looks good otherwise. Give to Office to distribute in spring and check into giving some to rental agencies.
2. Problems at Beaches:
   a. Beach 5: Puddle in parking area. Rubbish pile present from cleanup. Thanks to Town for removal of stump. Can Rock distance be increased on left about 1 ft. more to allow for strollers?
   b. Maintenance of beaches: Nancy will talk to Wayne re all issues brought up to see if the Town PW can take care of the maintenance issues brought up.
   c. Beach 1: needs to be raked
   d. Beach 2, Rec Area: Will be looked at to see if they are viable or not and what recommendations to town should be re these areas.
   e. Long Beach: Buoy area is too small in comparison to non-buoy area. There is about 975 feet of beach space there and only 312 feet are reserved for swimming. There are a lot of boats there without FI stickers and this adds to the problem. When talk to Wayne ask to increase this swim area to 60% of the available area and put back into place the need for FI sticker on boat.
   f. Beach 8: Problem with local dogs pooping on the beach and not being cleaned up after. Maybe Wayne can place notice to this effect in FINS.
   g. Additional Beach Areas: It was agreed that Nancy, Mary and Michelle would look at other FI properties that should be held on reserve in the Comp Plan as future beach areas.

Meeting adjourned at 10:30 AM

Next Meeting 8/25/07